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Recommender systems form the backbone of many interactive systems. They incorporate user feedback to
personalize the user experience typically via personalized recommendation lists. As users interact with a
system, an increasing amount of data about a user’s preferences becomes available, which can be leveraged
for improving the systems performance. Incorporating these new data into the underlying recommendation
model is, however, not always straightforward. Many models used by recommender systems are compu-
tationally expensive and, therefore, have to perform oﬄine computations to compile the recommendation
lists. For interactive applications, it is desirable to be able to update the computed values as soon as new
user-interaction data is available: updating recommendations in interactive time using new feedback data
leads to better accuracy and increases the attraction of the system to the users. Additionally, there is a
growing consensus that accuracy alone is not enough and user satisfaction is also dependent on diverse
recommendations.
In this work, we tackle this problem of updating personalized recommendation lists for interactive appli-
cations in order to provide both accurate and diverse recommendations. To that end, we explore algorithms
that exploit random walks as a sampling technique to obtain diverse recommendations without compro-
mising on efficiency and accuracy. Specifically, we present a novel graph vertex ranking recommendation
algorithm called RP3β that re-ranks items based on 3-hop random walk transition probabilities. We show
empirically, that RP3β provides accurate recommendations with high long-tail item frequency at the top of
the recommendation list. We also present approximate versions of RP3β and the two most accurate previ-
ously published vertex ranking algorithms based on random walk transition probabilities and show that
these approximations converge with increasing number of samples.
To obtain interactively updatable recommendations, we additionally show how our algorithm can be
extended for on-line updates at interactive speeds. The underlying random walk sampling technique makes
it possible to perform the updates without having to re-compute the values for the entire dataset.
In an empirical evaluation with three real-world datasets we show that RP3β provides highly accurate
and diverse recommendations that can easily be updated with newly gathered information at interactive
speeds ( 100ms).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Users constantly interact with recommender systems. They rely on recommender sys-
tems to choose movies, books, restaurants and other items. Every time users interact
with such systems, they implicitly express their preference for items. Through actions
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like purchase, click, like, share, rate, or watch, users provide new feedback about items
to the system. Recommender systems commonly model the user-item interaction data
as a bipartite graph. In this way, each user interaction with an item is represented
as an edge in the graph. Popular recommendation services deal with large interaction
graphs that are growing fast due to constant user interaction. When a user takes a
new action, a new edge is added to the user-item interaction graph.
Most recommender systems are based on the assumption that users prefer items
similar to those they previously liked or those liked by other users with similar pref-
erences. The more information is available on users’ previous preferences, the better
is the accuracy of recommendation. Therefore, new user interactions enrich the in-
formation available to the system and help improve their predictive performance. As
more users interact with the system, the underlying user-item graph grows. To pro-
vide better recommendations it is useful to efficiently incorporate new interaction data
continuously. For interactive systems, it is especially necessary to improve their recom-
mendations using newly available interaction data in a timely manner. Many models
used by recommendation systems are computationally expensive making it infeasible
to adapt recommendations to a continuous flow of incoming user data. This limitation
is at odds with the use of the growing graph in interactive systems, where users expect
suggestions to reflect their recent actions.
Additionally, many current recommendation systems focus on improving prediction
accuracy, which is a direct consequence of the assumption that users like items sim-
ilar to the ones they previously liked. However, this approach has some deficiencies.
Pariser [Pariser 2011] introduced the term “filter bubble” to describe how personal-
ized recommendations can isolate people from diverse viewpoints or products. This
has also led to the concern that recommender systems may reinforce the blockbuster
nature of media [Fleder and Hosanagar 2009; 2007] due to their promotion of already
popular products. Also, the focus on the predictive accuracy of recommender systems
can lead to a bias towards popular items over more specialized items. In other words,
systems that are optimized for accuracy tend to produce unsurprising and boring rec-
ommendations. Users do not always prefer items similar to their historical choices. In
other words, the common measure of prediction accuracy does not capture different
other factors necessary to model user behavior and provide more interesting recom-
mendations. User satisfaction depends on many factors such as variety, new experi-
ences and serendipitous discovery which are not captured by accuracy metrics. These
factors depend on finding suitable long tail items, which raise user satisfaction and, in
turn, profitability [Goldstein and Goldstein 2006]. To address these concerns, a recent
trend is to build systems that do not only focus on optimizing the accuracy but also
consider the diversity of recommendations [Adomavicius and Kwon 2011; 2012; Zhou
et al. 2010; Ziegler et al. 2005]. However, these can be conflicting goals as increasing
diversity may produce irrelevant recommendations.
Recently, it was shown that approximations based on random walks can be used for
accurate recommendations [Cooper et al. 2014]. These algorithms are more accurate
than previous methods (e.g., [Fouss et al. 2005]) with the additional benefit of being
computationally efficient and scalable.
In this paper,1 we explore algorithms that exploit random walks as a sampling tech-
nique to obtain diverse recommendations without compromising on efficiency and ac-
curacy. Additionally, we extend our algorithm to support updating of personalized rec-
1Note that his paper is a significant extension of [Christoffel et al. 2015], where we introduce the random
walk based algorithms for diverse and accurate recommendations, but do not address speed improvements
via caching and the possibility of updates that make the use of our approach in intelligent interactive appli-
cations possible.
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ommendation lists as the graph grows in time enabling their use in interactive appli-
cations. To efficiently update recommendation lists as new interaction data becomes
available, we employ the same random walk based methods. Our method has interest-
ing mathematical property that makes it possible to prepare each user’s recommen-
dation as a linear combination of other users’ with similar preferences. Based on this
property, we store some extra information for each user that is dependent on other
similar users. When new edges or interaction data are available, these partial values
can be updated efficiently to produce new recommendations without recomputing the
values from scratch. Finally, we further enhance computation time by partially caching
intermediate results.
Whilst similar properties have been exploited previously in the Personalized PageR-
ank [Jeh and Widom 2003] and Bookmark Coloring [Berkhin 2006] algorithms, they
do not deal with the task of updating rankings for all vertices in the graph. They are
also computationally more expensive, making them less attractive for interactive ap-
plications. Moreover, they have not been applied for recommendation problems. In this
work, we deal with the problem of updating personalized rankings for all users in the
graph. Our methods use short random walks and have provable approximation guar-
antees. Further, to update recommendations with changes in the graph, our method
does not require information on all other vertices of the graph, reducing the storage
and computational complexity. We believe that ours is the first work to address the
problem of updating personalized recommendations with the goal of providing diverse
and accurate recommendations.
Specifically, our contributions are: First, we introduce RP3β , a simple item popular-
ity dependent re-ranking procedure of P3 [Cooper et al. 2014]. We show using three
datasets (two public, one enterprise) that RP3β augments long-tail item recommenda-
tions while keeping accuracy high. Second, we empirically compare the performance of
vertex ranking algorithms [Fouss et al. 2005; Zhou et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2014] in-
cluding our own RP3β with traditional state-of-the-art methods. We find that some ver-
tex ranking algorithms achieve comparable or better performance than the traditional
ones. Third, we present random walk based scalable sampling approximation algo-
rithms for RP3β , P
3
α [Cooper et al. 2014], as well as Hλ [Zhou et al. 2010]. In a detailed
evaluation we show that these methods converge to the performance scores of exact
calculations. Fourth, we describe the mathematical property of our method RP3β that
makes it possible to efficiently calculate updated recommendations when new edges
are added to the graph. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our update scheme and
show that they are suitable for interactive applications. Last, we analyze the trade-off
between sampling size (i.e., number of performed random walks) versus accuracy and
diversity performance and find that RP3β provides a useful trade-off between accuracy,
diversity, and sample size.
The remainder of this paper begins with a description of our data model and no-
tations. We present a literature review in Section 3. We then describe our diversity-
improving recommendation method RP3β and our approximations for P
3
α, RP3β , and
Hλ. Next, Section 7 introduces our approach for updating recommendations when new
information arrives, which allows the inclusion of updatable and diverse recommenda-
tions in interactive settings. The experimental results are presented in Section 9 and
followed by conclusions.
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2. MODEL
In this section, we introduce our model that will be referred to in the subsequent parts
of this paper. We introduce some terminology, definitions, and symbols that will be
used throughout this work.
Each dataset we work with contains information on the interaction of users with
items. Users belong to the set U and items to the set I. Interactions between users and
items are represented as pairs (u, i), where u ∈ U and item i ∈ I. Usually, numeric
or categorical values indicating the nature and strength of users’ preference for items
are also available. For such cases, user-item interactions can be represented as (u, i, w),
where w is a value assigned by a function W that could take different forms depending
on the nature of the dataset. Common examples are: W : (u, i) → [0, 5] (ratings) for
numeric values and W : (u, i) → {Like,Dislike} or W : (u, i) → {+,−} for categorical
values. Usually, in the absence of explicit feedback, the dataset does not contain infor-
mation on which items the user does not like or prefer. For example, the fact that a
user provided a low rating for an item does not necessarily mean it was disliked, and it
is hard to define a rating threshold such that any lower rating signifies negative pref-
erence. Similarly, there are many items that a typical user does not interact with. The
datasets we use in this work are sparse, meaning that there are no interactions for
most user-item pairs. In addition, the nature of user feedback is implicit- we consider
that watching a movie or purchasing a book signals that the user implicitly expresses
positive preferences for those items over others she did not watch or purchase. As a
result, all observed interactions are considered as positive preferences. Unobserved
interactions could simply be missing data or negative preference. The goal is then to
recommend the items among those the user has not yet interacted with, and is likely
to enjoy.
The dataset D is simply the set of such interactions:
D = {(u, i) | u ∈ U, i ∈ I}.
We avoid defining W explicitly because as discussed above, all observed interactions
are treated as positive preferences, i.e.,{∀(u, i) ∈ D,W (u, i) = +, and
W (u, i) = − if (u, i) /∈ D.
For each user uj , the set of items with positive preferences is:
I+uj = {i | (uj , i) ∈ D}.
The remaining items form the set I−uj = I \ I+uj .
The algorithms studied in this paper try to rank the items such that the user is
likely to appreciate higher ranked items more than those ranked lower. The goal is
to generate a ranked list of items for each user. In experimental evaluations, it is
not possible to verify if a user indeed appreciates items ranked higher. To solve this
problem, some items from I+u are held out for testing purpose. The algorithms are
trained on the remaining items to rank the items for each user. If the held out items
are ranked high in this list, it can be said that the algorithm can indeed recommend
items that the user is more likely to enjoy. To evaluate the performance of different
recommender systems, we divide each dataset into two disjoint splits, training split
Dtrain and test splitDtest. In other words, the goal is to try to rank items in the training
set for each user in the test set by decreasing appreciation.
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Our algorithms are based on walks over the graph G = (V,E) constructed from the
users’ feedback on items (user-item-feedback graph). The vertices V of G represent the
union of the two entity sets: users U and items I (i.e., V = U ∪ I) in the training data.
If user u ∈ U implicitly rated item i ∈ I in the training phase (i.e., if (u, i) ∈ D by some
action like the user accessing the item) then the graph’s edge set E ⊆ U × I contains
the edge e = {u, i}. As E contains no other edges, G is bipartite. All edges in the graph
are unweighted/undirected and no parallel edges exist. Edge weights or parallel edges
(e.g., based on rating values or the number of interactions) could be used for a more
accurate representation of the users preference profile, but we do not consider this
extension in the presented work.
The vertices of the graph can be arranged into a |V |-dimensional vector. The first |U |
elements in V correspond to the users and the remaining |I| correspond to the items.
Each element of the vector is indexed, hence the ith vertex is given by vi. The square
matrix A ∈ {0, 1}|V |×|V | is the adjacency matrix ofG. Since edges ofG are undirected, A
is symmetric. The entry aij of A is 1 for two connected vertices i and j, and 0 otherwise:
ai,j =
{
1 if ei,j ∈ E
0 otherwise
D|V |×|V | is the diagonal degree matrix of G with: dii =
∑|V |
j=1 aij .
Assuming all diagonal elements of D are non-zero (i.e., no unconnected vertices), its
inverse D−1 is given by (d−1ii ), and hence cheap to compute.
A random walk process on G can be seen as a discrete Markov chain, where a walker
starts on a vertex v(p) and at each time step moves to one of its neighbors chosen
randomly. When a random walk visits a vertex vi at step t, at step t+1 there’s an equal
probability of being in one of the vertices reachable from vi, which are {vj : ei,j ∈ E}.
After s steps, the sequence of vertices visited by the walker 〈v(0), v(1), . . . v(s)〉 forms a
Markov chain. The probability of transitioning from a vertex i to j is:
pij = aij/dii.
Hence, for a one-step (s = 1) random walk, the corresponding transition matrix
P |V |×|V | is given by:
P = D−1A.
Furthermore, we receive the s-step random walk transition probability matrix (we
refer to its element with psij) with
P s = (D−1A)s. (1)
Since we want to rank items i for users u, this paper considers random walks starting
at user vertices and ending at item vertices (i.e., having an odd number of steps). To
denote transition probabilities estimated using random walk samples (see Section 5),
we write pˆsij . In general, an estimate of a random variable X is represented as Xˆ.
3. RELATED WORK
In this section we discuss previous work on recommender systems, vertex ranking
algorithms, sampling techniques, diversity and updating personalized ranking with
time.
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Recommender Systems. Collaborative Filtering [Goldberg et al. 1992; Resnick
et al. 1994; Breese et al. 1998; Herlocker et al. 1999] methods formed the basis of
eariler recommender systems. Collaborative Filtering Recommendation based on item
similarity was shown to be more scalable and accurate in typical e-commerce set-
tings [Sarwar et al. 2001]. Item-based collaborative filtering consists of an offline and
an online phase. In the offline phase, similarity values between items are calculated
using measures like cosine or correlation. Then in the online phase, the score on an
item i for a user u is calculated by summing the ratings of the user on items sim-
ilar to i, based on the chosen similarity measure. While summing the ratings, each
rating is weighted by the corresponding similarity between items. Matrix Factoriza-
tion techniques for Recommender Systems have been reviewed in [Koren et al. 2009].
Probabilistic Matrix Factorization [Salakhutdinov and Mnih 2008; 2011] was shown
to outperform vanilla Matrix Factorization. Bayesian Personalized Ranking [Rendle
et al. 2009] is another matrix factorization method that aims to maximize the pairwise
ranking between positive and negative items. This translates to maximizing the AUC
(Area Under the ROC curve) and thus fits more naturally to the ranking task than the
usually adopted approach of minimizing the loss over the positive items alone.
Graph based algorithms. The use of a graph-based model for recommendations
was first introduced in [Aggarwal et al. 1999]. To apply a bipartite user-item-feedback
graph G was proposed in [Huang et al. 2004] and several projects [Baluja et al. 2008;
Bogers 2010; Cooper et al. 2014; Fouss et al. 2005; Gori et al. 2007; Jamali and Ester
2009; Lee et al. 2012; Xiang et al. 2010] extended this approach. We classify them
as vertex ranking algorithms because their main idea is to rank the vertices in the
graph based on their similarities with the target user and use the ranking to generate
recommendations.
Fouss et al. [Fouss et al. 2005] introduced the idea of using random walks on G
to rank the vertices. Vertices are ranked or scored based on quantities like hitting
time, average commute time or the entries in the Moore-Penrose pseudo inverse of the
Laplacian matrix of the graph (L+). ItemRank [Gori et al. 2007] also scores vertices
based on random walks on the graph, but uses a graph representing item correlations.
Cooper et al. [Cooper et al. 2014] proposed Recommendation System based on short
random walks. They also show that approximations obtained using random walk sam-
pling are more efficient and scalable compared to methods based on matrix calcula-
tions.
Graph based similarity measures can be used together with collaborative filtering
approaches. For example, SimRank [Jeh and Widom 2002] and P-Rank [Zhao et al.
2009] are two popular algorithms to calculate structural similarity between nodes of
a graph. Similarity values given by these algorithms can be used for item-item col-
laborative filtering to find items similar to the ones rated by a user. SimRank can be
considered as a special case of P-Rank as SimRank considers only in-links and the
P-Rank measure is a linear combination of similarity values based on in-links and
out-links. Since the graphs in our setting are undirected and bi-partite, such a dis-
tinction of in- and out-links does not apply, which would be useful in other settings.
While these methods have been used widely in domains such as NLP and information
networks, their use in the recommendation systems literature is limited. SimRank is
computationally expensive as each iteration costs O(N3) time, where N the number of
user/item vertices.
Random walk approximations. PageRank [Page et al. 1999] (PR) is one of the
most famous algorithms for ranking vertices in a graph based on the concept of random
walks. It was originally designed for web retrieval tasks and on the Google web graph.
Personalized PageRank (PPR) [Jeh and Widom 2003; Haveliwala 2002] is a modifi-
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cation on the original PageRank algorithm. Bookmark Coloring Algorithm [Berkhin
2006] is a similar personalized ranking algorithm.
Since they were originally proposed, both PR and PPR have been used for various
other tasks including recommender systems [Zhang et al. 2008; Gupta et al. 2013]. In
most of these works, the personalization takes place with respect a set of vertices, usu-
ally called bookmarks or topics. In our work, we are interested in finding personalized
ranking for each user in the graph.
Examples of other similarity measures based on random walks on graphs are Hitting
Time and Commute Time [Aldous and Fill 2002]. Similar to PPR, they have also been
used for various recommender problems [Brand 2005; Yin et al. 2012].
In [Sarkar et al. 2008], the concept of truncated hitting time is introduced. The au-
thors propose using random walks that are limited to at most T steps. It was shown
to approximate the hitting time well, while being able to overcome the problem of long
random walks being sensitive to the portions of the graph far from the origin vertex.
Cooper et al. [Cooper et al. 2014] proposed three new methods called P3, P5, and P3α
based on random walks onG. They rank vertices based on transition probabilities after
short random walks between users and items. P3 and P5 perform random walks of fixed
length 3 and 5, respectively, starting from a target user vertex. P3α, which raises the
transition probabilities to the power of α, is more accurate than the methods proposed
in [Fouss et al. 2005] and [Gori et al. 2007]. They also show that approximations
obtained using random walk sampling are more efficient and scalable compared to
methods based on matrix calculations.
Diversity in recommendations. The most common assumption behind popular
recommender systems is that that users prefer items similar to those they previously
liked or those liked by other users with similar preferences. The direct implication of
this assumption is the focus on improving prediction accuracy. This has been criticized
as being detrimental to the goals of improving user experience and sales diversity [Cre-
monesi et al. 2011; McNee et al. 2006].
The term filter bubble was introduced [Pariser 2011] to describe how such personal-
ized recommendation systems can isolate people from diverse viewpoints or products.
Concerns have been made about their possibility to reinforce the blockbuster nature of
media [Fleder and Hosanagar 2009; 2007] due to their promotion of already popular
products. Put in other words, such systems tend to produce unsurprising and boring
recommendations. User satisfaction depends on many other factors like variety and
serendipitous discovery. Catering to such aspects of user satisfaction in turn raises
profitability [Goldstein and Goldstein 2006] of service providers. A recent trend, there-
fore, is to focus on the diversity of recommendations along with accuracy. Methods to
improve recommendation novelty and diversity, together with measures to quantify
them have been described by various authors [Adomavicius and Kwon 2011; 2012;
Herlocker et al. 2004; Vargas and Castells 2011; Ziegler et al. 2005; Zhang et al. 2012].
Optimizing only for diversity will cause highly varied but irrelevant recommenda-
tions. Therefore it is necessary to find diverse recommendations that are also accurate.
Zhou et. al [Zhou et al. 2010] use vertex ranking algorithms to improve diversity and
accuracy. Specifically, they describe a hybrid method (Hybrid or Hλ) that combines
random walks (ProbS) and heat-spreading (HeatS).
Updating Personalized Ranking. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work dealing with updating recommendations on evolving graphs for interactive ap-
plications using random walk techniques. The problem of updating similarity scores
between vertices using PageRank (PR) or Personalized PageRank (PPR) has received
some attention before. Decomposition of PPR into Partial Vectors, Hubs Skeleton, and
Hubs Vector was described in [Jeh and Widom 2003]. The approximation of similarity
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scores based on PPR using partially computed values was explored in [Fogaras et al.
2005]. Most such work only deal with static graphs.
In [Chien et al. 2004; Langville and Meyer 2006; Bahmani et al. 2010; Ohsaka
et al. 2015], the authors discuss the task of updating PPR scores incrementally in
evolving graphs. However, the approaches in [Chien et al. 2004; Langville and Meyer
2006] require a power iteration method. This makes them unsuitable for interactive
applications and on large graphs. Similarly, in [Bahmani et al. 2010], the authors
only deal with PR and not with the personalized ranking task. The proposed method
requires storing a lot of random walk segments. The approach in [Ohsaka et al.
2015] discusses the problem of tracking PPR score for a single vertex only. Also, the
personalized score for each vertex is dependent on all other vertices in the graph.
Our work draws upon the insights from these related studies, but they are not suf-
ficient to deal with the problem we are addressing in this work. In this work, we go
beyond the previous work by addressing the task of updating personalized ranking for
all users in a user-item graph. Additionally, our approach for calculating personalized
ranking for a user does not depend on all other vertices or users in the graph, hence
requiring less computational complexity and storage of partially computed values.
Furthermore, we incorporate the goal of using random walk approximation tech-
niques to improve both the diversity and accuracy of recommendations. There are dif-
ferent notions of diversity in recommendation lists. Following [Adomavicius and Kwon
2012; Zhou et al. 2010], we use three top-k measures to evaluate recommendation qual-
ity in terms of diversity: personalization, item-space coverage, and surprisal. Surprisal
assures inclusion of long-tail items at the top of recommendation list, item-space cover-
age assures that varying long-tail items are considered, and personalization measures
how much the recommendation list differs between users. We describe RP3β , a novel
algorithm to optimize the accuracy and diversity trade-off by re-ranking the P3 item
ranking. RP3β benefits from the efficiency and scalability of approximating P
3 with ran-
dom walk sampling. We introduce extensions to the above algorithms that allow us to
incrementally update the personalized recommendations for each user as the graph
evolves over time through the addition of new edges. Also, we present approximations
for Hλ and P3α with the same sampling approach.
Combining these goals, we address the problem of updating recommendations as
the graph is updated through the addition of new edges as it oftentimes happens in
interactive settings. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that deals with
the task of efficiently updating diversified and accurate recommendations using graph
based random walk approximations.
4. RP3β: DIVERSITY IN RECOMMENDATIONS VIA POPULARITY-BASED RE-RANKING
In our experiments, we observed (see Section 9.3) that the ranking of items according
to the transition probability matrix P 3 is strongly influenced by the popularity (i.e.,
vertex degree) of items. Hence, for most users the well known blockbuster (or high-
degree) items dominate the recommendation lists. To compensate for the influence of
popularity and to leverage recommendation of items from the long-tail, we introduce a
simple re-ranking procedure dependent on item-popularity. The original score of item
i for user u given by p3ui (the transition probability after a random walk of length three
from u to i). We re-weight the score with
p˜3ui =
p3ui
dβii
, where β ∈ R and β > 0.0. (2)
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For two items i, j (i 6= j), a user u with p3ui = p3uj (equal probability of reaching the
items from the user in a three-step random walk), and dii < djj (i has a lower degree),
the effect of our re-weighting is that i is ranked higher than j (p˜3ui < p˜3uj). These items
would have received equal scores without the re-weighting. We refer to this recommen-
dation algorithm as RP3β . When we set the parameter β = 0.0, then RP
3
β produces the
same score as P3 as dβ=0ii = 1.
Note that even though our algorithms are based on random walks of length 3, this
length is not a requirement. Random walks of any odd-length can be used to estimate
similarity between users and items and our methods are not restricted to any particu-
lar length. In our experiments, we tried longer walks but found that the performance
does not improve or even deteriorates. Since it is more efficient to sample shorter walks
than longer ones, our experimentation focuses on random walks of length 3.
Having introduced a new approach for recommending diverse and accurate items
the next section discusses how it can be approximated using random walks.
5. APPROXIMATING P3α, RP3β , AND Hλ
In a recent paper, Cooper et al. [Cooper et al. 2014] compare two approaches to cal-
culate vertex transition probabilities: by exact calculations using matrix algebra and
by approximation via random walk sampling. It is shown that the latter approach is
time- and memory-efficient, allowing the application on larger datasets with only lim-
ited impact on accuracy. However, they do not describe a sampling procedure for their
algorithm P3α. Similarly, Hλ, a vertex-ranking algorithm that increases both recom-
mendation accuracy and diversity [Zhou et al. 2010], could also be made more scalable
with a sampling procedure instead of exact calculations with matrix algebra.
This section introduces a novel random walk sampling procedure for both of these
two algorithms as well as our reranking algorithm RP3β .
5.1. Sampling as a Bernoulli Process
In order to estimate transition probabilities for user u using samples, we start multi-
ple s-step random walks from u. We store the number of times each item i is visited by
walks at the sth step. For reasons of efficiency, we would like to estimate the probabili-
ties only based on these counts and the degrees of vertices traversed by the path. This
sampling procedure can be modeled as a Bernoulli process as follows:
Denote the path traversed by the rth random walk of length s starting at u as pir,su .
Then define Isr (u, i) = crw(pir,su ) if i is the sth vertex in path pir,su , i.e., if pir,su [s] = i, and
Isr (u, i) = 0 otherwise. The quantity crw(pir,su ) is a function of the vertices’ degrees in
the path (and varies for different algorithms). For simplicity, we use Ir(u, i) for random
walks of a fixed given length (e.g., s ∈ {3, 5}). Next, define τ(u, i) as the score of item i
for user u and τˆ(u, i) as its estimator. When sampling N random walks starting from u,
the estimator can be defined as τˆ(u, i) = 1N
∑N
r=1 Ir(u, i). Given the law of large num-
bers, the expected value for τˆ(u, i) is E[τˆ(u, i)] = τ(u, i). Also, walks are independent
and Ir ∈ [0, ψ] is i.i.d, where ψ is the maximum possible value for crw.
Similar to [Sarkar et al. 2008], we can use Hoeffding’s inequality to show that the
rate of convergence is exponential. Furthermore, using Union bound, the probability
of the -approximate estimate for any user being less than δ is given as:
P (∃u ∈ U, |τˆ(u, i)− τ(u, i)| ≥ ) ≤ 2|U | exp(− 2N2ψ2 ) ≤ δ
This provides a lower bound for N as ψ
2
22 log
2|U |
δ . For a fixed  and δ, the number of
walks required increases with ψ, which depends on the algorithm in use and degree
distribution of the graph (due to different forms of crw).
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For our method RP3β (Section 4), crw(pi
r,s
u ) is simply 1/d
β
ii, hence, ψ = 1/argmin
i
(dβii)
and the scores can be estimated as described above. For P3α and Hλ, crw(pir,su ) takes
more complicated forms, which we discuss below. Hereafter, we denote a path simply
as pi.
5.2. Approximating P3α and RP3β
Ordering items in descending order according to the transition probabilities of random
walks of length three (P 3, s = 3) is an accurate recommendation strategy, named P3
in [Cooper et al. 2014] and ProbS in [Zhou et al. 2010]. The accuracy of this algorithm
can be further improved by raising each entry of the transition probability matrix
P 1 (s = 1) to the power of a parameter α ∈ R resulting in an algorithm called P3α
by [Cooper et al. 2014]. It follows from (1) that entries of the matrix P 1 raised to
the power of α are calculated as p1uiα = (p
1
ui)
α = (aui/duu)
α, where aui ∈ A (entry in
adjacency matrix) and duu ∈ D (entry in degree matrix). The transition probability
p3uiα ∈ P 3α from user u to item i after a random walk of length three is obtained by:
p3uiα =
|V |∑
v=1
|V |∑
j=1
pujαpjvαpviα =
|V |∑
v=1
|V |∑
j=1
(
auj
duu
)α(
ajv
djj
)α(
avi
dvv
)α
(3)
Since the graph G defined in Section 2 is both bipartite (there are no edges from users
to users or from items to items) and all entries in the adjacency matrix A are either 0
or 1, we can simplify (3) as:
p3uiα =
|I|∑
v=1
|U |∑
j=1
aujajvavi
(duudjjdvv)α
(4)
The term aujajvavi in (4) is 1 if a path of length three starting from user u, through
item j and user v, to item i exists in the graph G and is 0 otherwise. Hence, p3uiα is
the aggregate of all paths of length three between user u and item i, where each path
pi = 〈Uu, Ij , Uv, Ii〉 contributes cP
3
α
pi =
1
(duudjjdvv)α
to the total transition probability from
user u to item i.
When approximating (4) with random walk sampling, one needs to take into account
that some walks are more likely to be followed randomly than others. The probability
of following the path from u via the item j and user v to item i in a random walk
is dependent on three decisions. First, at user u, one needs to follow the edge that
connects u to item j. The probability of randomly picking this edge is equal to the
inverse of the degree of u: Pr(u → j) = 1duu . Next, the same procedure needs to be
repeated at j and v, resulting in Pr(j → v) = 1djj and Pr(v → i) = 1dvv . Given that these
three “choices” are independent, the probability Pr(pi) that one follows the path pi is
equal to
Pr(pi) = Pr(u→ j) Pr(j → v) Pr(v → i) = 1
duudjjdvv
. (5)
Hence, when approximating with random walks, we are more likely to follow paths
traversing vertices of low degrees than to follow paths traversing vertices of high de-
grees. Since an exact calculation of (4) requires following each path exactly once, ran-
dom walk sampling needs to discount the contribution of paths with high probabilities
(as we may by chance follow them many times), and boost the contribution of paths
with low probabilities (as we may by chance follow them only few times). Consequently,
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Algorithm 1 Estimating item scores of P3α or Hˆλ with random walk sampling.
Require: vu is the vertex representing user u
1: function ESTIMATEITEMSCORES(vu, α)
2: m← an associative array with default value 0
3: while !CONVERGED(m) do
4: vc ← GETRANDOMNEIGHBOR(vu)
5: djj ← GETDEGREE(vc)
6: vc ← GETRANDOMNEIGHBOR(vc)
7: dvv ← GETDEGREE(vc)
8: vc ← GETRANDOMNEIGHBOR(vc)
9: dii ← GETDEGREE(vc)
10: m[vc]← m[vc] + crw
11: end while
12: return m
13: end function
to approximate the transition probability pˆ3uiα , we weigh a path contribution c
P3α
pi with
the inverse of its occurrence probability (Pr(pi)−1) resulting in an overall weight cPˆ
3
α
rw for
a random walk:
c
Pˆ3α
rw = c
P3α
pi ∗ Pr(pi)−1
=
1
(duudjjdvv)α︸ ︷︷ ︸
path contribu-
tion
∗ duudjjdvv︸ ︷︷ ︸
inverted path
probability
= (duudjjdvv)
1−α︸ ︷︷ ︸
random walk
contribution
(6)
We can simplify cPˆ
3
α
rw to (djjdvv)1−α since duu takes the same value for all random walks
of the target user u and, hence, does not influence the item ranking order.
Algorithm 1 shows the general principle of how to implement a random walk sam-
pling approximation procedure. With this algorithm we obtain Pˆ3α item scores by as-
signing cPˆ
3
α
rw to the random walk contribution crw in line 10.
Note that for α = 1, the random walk contribution is (djjdvv)0 and degenerates to 1.
Hence, the sampling procedure Pˆ3 (same as Pˆ3α=1) is computationally less demanding,
since updating the score of the destination item i of a random walk consists only of
incrementing the count of i by one.
To estimate the item ranking of RP3β with random walk sampling, we can either first
obtain Pˆ3 item scores and apply the re-ranking described in Section 4, or replace the
random walk contribution cPˆ
3
rw = 1 by c
RPˆ3β
rw = 1/d
β
ii and omit the re-ranking. Hence,
Algorithm 1 also fully describes RPˆ3β .
5.3. Approximation of Hλ
Zhou et al. [Zhou et al. 2010] define Hλ as a scoring procedure of items using a weighted
linear aggregation of scores from two algorithms: HeatS, which is analogous to heat
diffusion across the user-item graph and ProbS, which is the same as P3. WH+P with
dimension |I| × |I| is the transition matrix for Hλ and fu ∈ {0, 1}|I| is the preference
profile of target user u, where fui , the ith entry of fu, is equal to the corresponding
entry aiu in the adjacency matrix A. Then, the item scores for user u are calculated as
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f˜u = WH+P fu. A single entry of WH+P is calculated according to
wH+Pij =
1
d1−λii d
λ
jj
|U |∑
v=1
aivajv
dvv
(7)
where λ ∈ [0, 1] is the hybridization parameter for the two basic methods. If we set
λ = 0 or λ = 1, the ranking of Hλ is equal to the ranking of HeatS or ProbS, respectively.
Furthermore, dii denotes the degree of item i and dvv the degree of user v. The score of
item i for the target user u can also be determined according to:
f˜ui =
|I|∑
j=1
aju
1
d1−λii d
λ
jj
|U |∑
v=1
ajvaiv
dvv
=
|I|∑
j=1
|U |∑
v=1
ajuajvaiv
d1−λii d
λ
jjdvv
(8)
We can apply the same rationale for the deduction of a random walk simulation
algorithm of Hλ as used for P3α: the term ajuajvaiv in (8) is 1 if a path of length three
from user u to item i exists in the graph G and 0 otherwise. Hence, f˜ui is the aggregate
of all paths of length three between user u and item i, where a single path contributes
cHλpi =
1
d1−λii d
λ
jjdvv
to the score of item i for user u. Because (8) (similar to (4) for P3α)
requires that each path contribution cHλpi is counted once, we need to weight cHλpi by
the inverted path probability Pr(pi)−1. The random walk path contribution cHˆλrw for the
random walk sampling approximation algorithm (Hˆλ) is calculated according to:
cHˆλrw = c
Hλ
pi ∗ Pr(pi)−1 =
duudjjdvv
d1−λii d
λ
jjdvv
=
duud
1−λ
jj
d1−λii
(9)
Again, we can further simplify cHˆλrw to
d1−λjj
d1−λii
, since duu is the same value for all random
walks for the target user u, and hence does not influence the item ranking order. With
Algorithm 1 we obtain Hˆλ item scores by assigning cHˆλrw to crw.
The approximated recommendation methods Pˆ3α, RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ can be used to provide
timely and diverse recommendations. Paired with the update strategies presented in
the next section, they provide the foundation for providing timely, diverse, and accu-
rate recommendations in interactive settings.
6. CACHING WALK SEGMENTS
Section 5 showed how random walk approximations depends on the distribution of
vertex degrees. In this section we introduce an improvement of our approximation
scheme that samples a variable number of walks from each node.
In general, our approximation improves as we sample more random walks from each
node. Note, however, that the magnitude of influence of a single walk depends on the
degree of each vertex. If a vertex has higher number of edges (or a high degree) then
we need more samples to get an better approximation. At the same time, a vertex
with higher number of edges is traversed more often by walks originating from other
vertices.
A 3-hop random walk from a user traverses other user vertices in its second step.
We can use this property to get more samples for vertices that are traversed often
in such walks starting at other vertices. In essence, these vertices are the ones that
have high degree and are better connected with the remaining vertices in the graph.
If 〈vu1 , vi1 , vu2 , vi2〉 is a 3-hop random walk sample starting from the user vertex vu1 ,
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u1
Fig. 1: An example user-item graph. Vertices on the left represent users and
vertices on the right represent items. Solid lines represent current edges.
The dotted line represents a new edge added to the graph.
it also sampled a 1-hop walk 〈vu2 , vi2〉 for the user vertex vu2 in the process. We can
cache these partial/1-hop walks. This improves the sampling capabilities of our ap-
proach. At a later time when we sample walks starting from vu2 , we already have such
partial walks cached from walks starting at other vertices. We take such cached walk
segments and only need to sample the remaining vertices starting from vi2 , instead of
generating full samples starting from vu2 . In other words, we only need to complete
the cached walk segments, which takes fewer sampling steps (in this case, two hops
instead of three) than if we had to sample the complete walk.
Describing this sampling process in more detail: For each user-vertex, we collect a
fixed number of complete samples by starting 3-hop random walks. Let this number
be N¯ c. Specifically, we randomly choose a vertex and collect N¯ c complete random-walk
samples for that vertex. This process is repeated until all user-vertices have N¯ c sam-
ples. During this stage, partial walk-segments are cached at each vertex traversed in
the process. Hence, in addition to the N¯ c complete samples, caching adds Npv partial
walk-segments (of walks starting at other vertices) for each vertex v. Note that the
number of partial walk-segments Npv is different for each vertex. As described above,
vertices with more edges are traversed more often by walks starting at other vertices.
This means Npv is higher for vertices with high degrees.
In the next stage, partial walk-segments are completed resulting in N¯ c + N¯pv sam-
ples for each vertex. However, the cost of completing the N¯pv random-walk samples is
smaller, as we do not need full 3-hop walks to complete the remainder of the walk.
Given that high-degree vertices have more partial walks traversing them, they will
eventually be sampled to a higher degree. Consequently, this process varies the num-
ber of samples in accordance to the degree distribution proving low degree vertices
with at least N¯ c samples and high degree vertices with additional samples automat-
ically improving approximation. Hence, this caching approach allows us to get more
samples and a better approximation of the scores with less computation.
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As an example, consider the user-item graph in Figure 1. Vertices on the left side,
marked u1 to u6, are user vertices (belonging to the user set U ) and vertices on the right
side, marked i1 to i5, are item vertices (belonging to the item set I). Solid lines indicate
present edges in the graph and signify the preference of users for items. The two walks
〈u2, i3, u5, i4〉 and 〈u2, i3, u5, i5〉 starting from u2, also inform us about two possible 1-
hop samples from from u5, which are: 〈u5, i4〉 and 〈u5, i5〉. These cached partial/1-hop
walks from other vertices can be completed to obtain 3-hop samples with only a 2-
hop walk each from i4 and i5. If cached, these partial/1-hop walks can be leveraged
to obtain 3-hop samples from other vertices (e.g., u6 or u4) with only a 2-hop walk.
Hence, any 2-hop walk ending in u5 will lead to sampling two 3-hop walks traversing
u5. Consequently, the caches allow to sample multiple 3-hop random walks with only
one 2-hop walk. As we will show in the evaluation section (see Section 9.5) caching
leads to an average of 1.5 more samples than walks.
7. UPDATING RECOMMENDATIONS WITH NEW EDGE ARRIVALS
In the preceding sections, we described how we use short random walks to recommend
items for users and use caches to significantly increase the number of samples obtained
per executed walk. In summary, we start several short random walks from each user
and recommend the items based on the number of times the walks end at them. To
compensate for popular items, we discount each item’s importance by a factor that
is dependent on that item’s popularity. In this section, we describe a mathematical
property that allows us to efficiently update each user’s recommendations when new
edges are added to the graph.
Intuitively. The main idea is that each user’s recommendation list is a result of some
combination of the recommendation lists of similar users. We already described that
RP3β makes 3-hop random walk to rank the items. Each such 3-hop walk starting from
a user traverses another user (or itself) before ending the walk at an item vertex.
Thus, the distribution of random walks for the start-vertex is only dependent on the
distribution for other close users and its own neighboring items.
Formally. We first define all users users reachable in a 2-hop walk from user u as
close users. Furthermore, for each user u, there’s a i-dimensional vector pu that encodes
the distribution of walks over all items. We can consider pu as the recommendation list
of user u since the items are recommended based on this distribution. The final ranking
of the recommendation list is modified by the normalization factor for RP3β , otherwise
items in pu can be ranked as they are in case of P3. In practice, the item with highest
value based on pu scores (or after normalization) is ranked first, the item with second
highest value in pu is ranked second, and so on. For RP3β , pu is equivalent to pˆ
3
u. Note
that our discussion in this section is also valid for random-walks of greater length and
is not limited for only 3-hop walks. We refer to 3-hop walks and specifics of RP3β for
simpler explanation.
To explain our update procedure, we define some additional quantities for each user.
If u is the starting user vertex for 3-hop random walks, we will first show how the rec-
ommendations for the user u is influenced by another close user v (i.e., a user reach-
able in a 2-hop walk). To that end, we first denote by bu,v, the fraction of random walks
starting at u that are “absorbed” by (or arrive at) v. We denote vector containing all bu,v
values for u as bu. In other words, bu,v estimates the probability that a random walk
starting at u will reach v in 2-hops. This quantity informs how u’s scores for items are
influenced by v. Second, let cv indicate the distribution of 1-hop random walks starting
from v.
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It is easy to see that cv and bu are both sparse vectors since a user’s recommendation
list is only influenced by a subset of all other users and only some items have high
non-zero values in the recommendation list. This subset can be (additionally) limited
in different ways, for example by choosing the top-N users that influence the user, or
by discarding those for which bu,v values are small. We define such subset of users for
u as close(u). In the simplest case, close(u) contains all users reachable from u in a
2-hop walk.
The recommendation scores for each user u is a linear combination of the cv values
of users v reachable from u in a 2-hop random walk. Specifically, the item scores for u
are calculated as: ∑
v
bu,v ∗ cv (where v ∈ close(u)) (10)
Essentially, the values cv and bu are decompositions of the recommendation scores
for the user. Thus, the item scores for a user are the linear combination of the item
scores of its close users.
This can be illustrated with a simple example. Consider a procedure where each user
u is provided with the equal amount of coins to distribute to its close users. Each user
knows how to distribute its coins to its neighboring items (which is captured by cv)
and to other users (captured by bu). The user first distributes its coins to other users
according to bu, who then use their cv values to distribute them to their neighbors (i.e.,
items). In the end, each item receives varying amounts of coins from its neighboring
users. The sum of coins received by each item corresponds to the similarity of that item
to the user.
Now let’s consider that a v, who is a close user of u, modifies the way it distributes
coins to its neighboring items. This changes the nature of distributions of coins from u.
But since the nature of this distribution is a linear combination of the distribution of
all other close users v′(∈ {close(u)\v}), item scores that are not dependent on v are not
affected. New item scores can be calculated by adding or subtracting from the existing
item scores, the amount that was influenced by v.
Adding Edges. When a new edge is added, it changes the cv values of the user adja-
cent to this edge, and bu values corresponding to some of its neighbors. To efficiently
update the recommendation scores after the addition of a new edge, we maintain some
extra information for each user. These extra information correspond to the decompo-
sition of the user’s recommendation scores as just discussed. We define these partial
quantities next.
Consider a new edge with endpoints ux (user) and ix (item). Denote the neighbors
of ix as N(ix) and the close users of ux as close(ux). The users in close(ux) but not in
N(ix) are M(ux), i.e., M(ux) = close(ux) \N(ix).
Consider these vertices with reference to the example graph in Figure 1. In this
graph, (u3, i4) (dashed in Figure) is the new edge. N(ui) contains u5. The set close(ux)
without any cutoff is equal to the 2-hop neighbors of u3; this set contains u2. If there
would be an edge connecting u3 and i5, then close(u3) would also contain u5 and u6 and
M(u3) would be close(u3) \ N(i4) = {u2, u6}. However, there’s no such edge, therefore
M(u3) contains only u2.
It is straightforward that for all users nix1, nix2 ∈ N(ix), where nix1 6= nix2, we will
need to update the values corresponding to bnix1,ux and bnix2,ux as well as bnix1,nix2 and
bnix2,nix1 . Likewise, ux needs to update bux,nix (∀nix ∈ N(ix)) and cux . The bmux values
for ∀mux ∈ M(ux) do not change. Note that these considerations clearly indicate that
the time complexity of the update is independent of the size of the user-item graph.
It is bound by the size of N(ix). Specifically, it is O((|N(ix)|−1)2) for updating the
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bnix1,nix2 , O(|N(ix)|−1) for updating bnix,ux and bux,nix, and O(degree(ux)) for updating
cux . Hence, the operation is bound by O(|N(ix)|2).
Using this insight, we can update the partial quantities when a new edge is added
to the graph. These partial quantities inform how the recommendation scores are
changed and allow us to efficiently recompute new recommendation scores due to edge
additions.
Using the update approach. In normal operations, we expect that initially, the re-
quired number of samples are gathered as usual. Before any user accesses the system,
several short random walks are started from each user-vertex and the resulting walk
segments are counted for the visit frequency of item and user vertices. These counts
are used to calculate the initial values of bu’s and cv ’s. Similarly, the recommendation
scores pu’s are also computed. These values are stored to update the recommenda-
tions when new edges are added to the graph later points in time. Typically, they are
sparse, but the upper bounds on the size of stored quantities are: O(|U |·|U | for bu’s
and O(|U |·|I|) for all cv ’s and pu’s. Remember that pu’s would have to be stored in any
recommender system since they are used to rank items for each user.
After this initial phase, the random walk segments that were gathered to calculate
the partial quantities and initial recommendations can be discarded.
Following the addition of an edge (ux, ix), these values are updated as follows:
(1) Let d′ux be the degree of ux before the addition of the edge.
(2) Let dux be the degree of ux after the addition of the edge.
(3) Sample the neighborhood of ux with random walks of length 1 to estimate cux . The
values c′ux indicate the state before the addition of the edge.
(4) From ux, traverse the new edge (ux, ix), then sample the neighborhood of ix with
random walks of length 1. Do this before and after the addition of the edge, to get
the values c′ix and cix , that indicate the distribution from ix to the users in N(ix).
(5) Update the quantities associated with ux as follows:
(a) ∀ui ∈M(ux) : bux,ui = b′ux,ui × d′ux/dux
(b) ∀ui ∈ N(ix) : bux,ui = (b′ux,ui × d′ux/dux) + cix,ui/dux
(6) For other users in N(ix), the update works as follows:
(a) ∀ui ∈ N(ix) : bui,ux = b′ui,ux + cix,ui/dui
(b) ∀ui, uj ∈ N(ix) ∧ ui 6= ux ∧ uj 6= ux : bui,uj = b′ui,uj − (c′ix,uj/dui) + (cix,uj/dui)
A short discussion of the update mechanism is in order. First, as we discussed above,
steps 3 and 4 are optional, as these values can be quickly calculated by taking an in-
verse of the vertex degree. Similarly, the values in steps 1 and 2 are also available
via sampling, as the degree is approximated by the average number of walks that tra-
verse any of the vertex’s neighbors. Our goal is to develop a method that is flexible,
and is suitable for deployment in a parallel, distributed setting. All the calculations
above depend on only the values that each vertex already has access to, and their de-
grees. Other quantities that require additional communication, storage or processing
overhead are obtained via sampling as far as possible. Remember that random walk
samples can be gathered in parallel and independently.
The calculations in step 6b can be expensive if the item ix has a very high degree.
However, although the worst case complexity of immediate calculations can seem high,
the amortized cost will only depend on the number of edges added in the neighborhood
of the vertices. The calculations in step 6 are not necessary for updating the recommen-
dation list of user ux, who initiated the addition of the edge connected to ix. That user’s
partial quantities can be updated without this step. For all other users, a sequence of
pending updates could be maintained.
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Optimization #1: Lazy computation of partial quantities. For each edge added in the
neighborhood of a user vertex, all that the user vertex needs to know in order to update
its respective quantities in the future are the pairs of uj , cix,uj values. Even though
there could be multiple pending operations corresponding to uj , the previous value of
bui,uj can be updated in one step irrespective of the number of edges added. Hence,
the updates could happen when needed in a lazy manner: the user’s partial quantities
can be updated after a given number of edges have been added in the neighborhood or
when the user corresponding to the vertex happens to interact with some item herself
(e.g., when the user logs in, endorses an item, etc). In this way, the amortized cost over
a sequence of edge additions for each vertex is favorable for interactive applications.
In our experiments we updated the scores for all affected vertices as soon as an edge
was added, although for several applications, the updates can be applied all together
at a later time. In Section 9.6, we report the average amount of time required to update
the partial quantities per user. This is indicative of the amortized update cost.
Optimization #2: Limiting considerations to a subset of close(ux). Another possible
improvement is to limit the number of update operations by changing the size of
close(ux). One can take only those users with bu scores higher than a threshold or
only a certain top-N users in close(ux). The idea is that for items with high degree
(popular items), the transition probability of the walks traversing through that
item to its neighboring users are small values. The contribution of such users for
recommendation scores will be small anyway. Similarly, for the users in M(ux), the
addition of an additional edge at ux means that walks from ux will visit users in M(ux)
with even lower likelihood than before.
No matter which approach is used, the new recommendation scores for items can be
updated efficiently using the updated partial quantities. As p′ux indicates the previous
recommendation scores, the new scores in the pux vector are changed only at certain
places corresponding to the neighborhood of the new edge. The update as given by
Equation (10) takes place at those indices corresponding to the users of the neighbor-
hood.
8. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING METHODS
A naı¨ve approach to update the similarity scores between user-item pairs is to re-
compute the values for the entire graph after the arrival of new edges. For efficiency,
new edges can be held in a queue and updated in a batch. However, this approach is
not suitable for large graphs and for frequent addition of new edges. Also, this update
procedure needs to be done offline, making it unsuitable for interactive applications.
The power-iteration approach is also used for updating scores [Chien et al. 2004;
Langville and Meyer 2006]. This involves several iterations of matrix-matrix or
matrix-vector multiplications. For large graphs, this approach is clearly not scalable to
use in an interactive setting. In order to reduce the cost of such operations, improved
methods perform updates only on a subset of the graph. When new edges are added,
the graph is treated as two separate areas: the vicinity of the endpoints of the new edge
and the remaining graph. The addition of an edge affects the scores for nearby vertices
more than those outside the vicinity. One major drawback of this approach is that it
is not clear what is the best way of selecting the subset of vertices whose scores need
to be updated. In addition, the methods still rely on power iteration over the selected
subset of vertices.
Another approach is from the widely studied paradigm of PageRank and Personal-
ized PageRank (PPR) scores, described in [Jeh and Widom 2003]. A similar approach
has been described in [Haveliwala 2002]. The main idea is that the personalized scores
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for vertices are dependent on a set of vertices, called bookmarks, preference set, or
hubs. Typically, these are some important vertices or topics, are usually few in number
and shared by many vertices (i.e., same hubs are important for multiple vertices). The
vectors of PPR scores, called Personalized PageRank Vectors (PPV), are encoded as par-
tial quantities, some of which can be pre-computed and some calculated at query time.
The calculation of each PPV is done as a linear combination of what is called the basis
vectors. The basis vectors in turn are decomposed into partial vectors and hubs skeleton.
These components encode the amount of PPV that is independent of the bookmarks
and another which specifies how the bookmark vertices affect PPV values. In [Bahmani
et al. 2010], random-walk based update for PageRank scores is described. The method
requires storing several random walk segments at each vertex. A large number of walk
segments need to be stored to achieve better approximation technique. This work does
not describe how to update personalized scores. Recently, [Ohsaka et al. 2015] de-
scribed an iterative approach based on Gauss-Southwell method to track PPR scores
for individual vertices. This is an interesting approach and efficient in tracking PPR
scores of individual vertices. However, a direct application to recommender systems
is not obvious, and the work does not deal with the problem of updating personalized
scores for multiple vertices. The authors use the tracking method with a preference
set of size 100. The number of iterations required grows with the size of the residual
vector, which is likely to be less sparse as the size of the preference set grows.
In principle, it is possible to adopt a similar approach for an update scheme of our
method. However, unlike PPR, where the assumption is of having a small number
shared vertices that affect the scores, in our case the preference sets are practically
different for each user. Every user that is reachable in a 2-hop walk is a possible mem-
ber of the preference set. This means that a lot of partial quantities need to be stored
to calculate each user’s scores from the parts dependent on the members of the prefer-
ence set. Our update scheme does not suffer from this problem. Although storing more
intermediate component values would lead to different update schemes, ultimately the
better tradeoff is application specific. Our update scheme is flexible and would benefit
from such additional features. In a large graph, higher number of partial quantities
per user would mean a significant amount of additional book-keeping.
We argue that our approach offers a flexible general solution to different recom-
mendation algorithms based on graph based measures. For instance, it can be used to
recommend items based on the P3 algorithm. With few modifications, it can also be
used for recommending items based on longer random-walk samples. There are also
other advantages of our random walk sampling approach over the traditional power-
iteration methods. Our approach exploits short random walks, hence does not require
many iterations of transition probability calculations and can be efficiently approxi-
mated by sampling from the resulting distribution. This means we also avoid expen-
sive matrix-matrix multiplications and traversal of the entire graph. As a result, users’
scores do not depend on the distribution to every other vertex in the graph, since short
random walks traverse fewer vertices than the walks needed to approximate the sta-
tionary distribution of transition probabilities in the graph. The goal of many power
iteration methods as well as other methods based on PageRank or Personalized PageR-
ank scores is to approximate such distributions, which requires traversal of more ver-
tices, hence needs more samples.
Short random walks can be performed for each vertex independently of other
vertices. This makes our method amenable to parallel and distributed computing
paradigms. The recommendation scores for each vertex depend on local information
gathered using random walks. Additional quantities like vertex degrees and 1-hop
distributions are integer arrays or sparse vectors- they can be cheaply stored and
serialized. Using vertex-centric systems like Pregel [Malewicz et al. 2010] or Sig-
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nal/Collect [Stutz et al. 2010; Stutz et al. 2016] , such operations can be asynchronously
and independently performed over each vertex in the graph. For large graphs, the user-
vertices can be distributed over several computing units in a parallel or distributed
setting. Then, each unit can independently calculate the recommendation lists corre-
sponding to its user vertices. Further, since it is an approximation technique, more
samples can always be collected in the background to reduce the approximation error,
while quick results can be generated earlier using fewer samples. This is a desirable
property for many real-world e-commerce platforms where the value of user satisfac-
tion trumps the need for calculating exact scores.
Lastly, as we demonstrate later, our methods generate accurate and diverse recom-
mendations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to present an efficient
update scheme together with diverse and accurate results in the specific application of
recommender systems.
9. EXPERIMENTS AND EVALUATION
This section provides a succinct introduction to the experimental methodology and
then turns to the main questions of the paper: First, it explores if RP3β improves accu-
racy and diversity. Second, it explores a general comparison between vertex ranking
and traditional algorithms. Third, it provides a thorough comparison between P3α, RP3β ,
and Hλ and our approximate versions Pˆ3α, RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ. Fourth, it evaluates the effect
of caching on sampling and shows that on average caching leads to 1.5 times more
samples than walks. Finally, it evaluates the updating procedure showing indicating
that the models based on random walks can be updated fast enough for interactive
applications.
9.1. Methodology
Datasets. We used the MovieLens-M, iPlayer, and Book-Crossing datasets (see Ta-
ble I for properties). Whilst Movie-Lens-M2 and BookCrossing [Ziegler et al. 2005] are
public, the iPlayer training dataset consists of the viewing logs of the BBC an en-
terprise iPlayer system from the week of February 15-21, 2014, and the test data of
the following week’s logs, where only interactions longer than 5 minutes were con-
sidered. From the log data of the test week, we randomly selected 5’000 users that
were also active during the training week. Since this work addresses recommendation
generation based on implicit user feedback, we neglected the rating values available
in MovieLens-M and BookCrossing for training and testing of the evaluated recom-
menders.
Set-Up. We extended the Java port of the MyMediaLite [Gantner et al. 2011] rec-
ommender system framework3 with (i) a set of metrics (see the following paragraphs)
to measure recommendation performance according to the diversity dimensions in-
troduced in Section 3 and (ii) a component implementing graph vertex ranking al-
gorithms. Given our focus on implicit feedback we only employed the framework’s
positive-only feedback components. All computations where executed on a cluster of
16 machines running LINUX with 128 GB RAM and two Intel R© Xeon R© E5-2680V2
processors (25 MB Cache, 2.80 GHz base frequency, 10 cores, 20 threads).
Accuracy Metrics. We used both the Area Under the ROC curve (AUC) and precision
at k (Prec@k). Referring to relevant items (in the test set) as hits, AUC is equal to
the probability that randomly chosen items are ranked higher than non-hits. Prec@k
2MovieLens-M: grouplens.org/datasets/movielens
3Java port: github.com/jcnewell/MyMediaLiteJava
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MovieLens-M iPlayer BookCrossing
total ratings 1’000’047 4’703’471 369’195
total users 6’038 655’846 4’052
total items 3’706 808 18’280
Training: # ratings 700’047 4’691’493 258’436
min. / avg. ratings per user 10 / 115.9 1 / 7.2 15 / 63.8
min. / avg. ratings per item 1 / 188.9 5 / 5806.3 1 / 14.1
Sparsity 0.031 0.0089 0.0035
Graph Diameter (approx*) 6 6 7
Test: # ratings 300’000 14’616 110’759
min. / avg. ratings per user 1 / 49.7 1 / 2.9 1 / 27.3
min. / avg. ratings per item 1 / 85.4 1 / 23.4 1 / 6.6
min. train-ratings for user 10 1 15
min. train-ratings for item 1 18 5
Table I: Dataset Properties. *PseudoDiameter of Mathematica 10 R©.
counts the number of hits among the top-k items of the recommendation list divided by
the cut-off level k. Given that users typically only see few recommendations, we chose
k = 20. Higher values of AUC and Prec@k indicate better accuracy.
Diversity Metrics. We used coverage using Gini-Diversity (GiniD@k), personaliza-
tion (Pers@k), and surprisal (Surp@k) as diversity metrics and extended the MyMedi-
aLite framework accordingly. Given the already explained rationale, we used k = 20.
Again, greater values indicate better diversity.
We measure coverage by calculating the GiniD@k for the top-k recommendations of
all test users [Adomavicius and Kwon 2012]. In contrast to the original Gini coefficient,
where greater values indicate a more dispersed distribution, GiniD@k increases for a
more uniform distribution. GiniD@k is equal to 1 if the frequency in the aggregated
recommendation lists is the same for each item, indicating a good coverage.
Pers@k [Zhou et al. 2010] measures the distinctness of the top-k recommendations
based on the number of common items averaged over all pairs of generated recom-
mendation sets. A value of Pers@k=1 indicates that none of the items appear more
than once among the top-k items of any two recommendation lists, meaning greater
personalization.
Surp@k [Zhou et al. 2010] is calculated separately for each recommendation list and
averaged over all users. This metric is based on the rationale that recommendations of
items of low popularity are perceived by the users as unexpected or surprising (unex-
pectedness given by the self-information of recommended objects).
Evaluated Recommendation Algorithms. We compared the performance of our meth-
ods with various algorithms proposed in the literature (and listed in Table II, except
for (iii)). These can be divided into the following categories: (i) Parameter-free ver-
tex ranking algorithms: #3-Paths (ranks items by the number of paths of length 3
starting at the target user) [Huang et al. 2004; Cooper et al. 2014], L+ (ranks items by
the entries in the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse of the Laplacian matrix) [Fouss et al.
2005], P3 [Zhou et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2014], and P5 [Cooper et al. 2014]. Due to
computational limitations we could not obtain results for P5 and L+ for the iPlayer
dataset. (ii) Parameterized vertex ranking algorithms: P3α [Cooper et al. 2014],
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Hλ [Zhou et al. 2010], and our RP3β . (iii) Approximated/Sampled vertex ranking
algorithms Pˆ3α, RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ. (iv) Other algorithms: MostPop (global item popular-
ity), Random (random item ranking), weighted (WI-kNN) and unweighted (I-kNN) k-
nearest neighbor item-based collaborative filtering using cosine distance as item sim-
ilarity measure, and BPRMF [Rendle et al. 2009] (a recommender based on a latent
factor model obtained with matrix factorization) – all available in MyMediaLite. To
facilitate performance comparison, we also calculated the performance of the perfect
recommender (Perfect) that places all test items of a user in random order at the top
of the recommendation list.
Parameter Tuning. We empirically tune the parameters for parameterized algo-
rithms to maximize the two accuracy metrics. For I-kNN and WI-kNN with MovieLens-
M and iPlayer we tested neighborhood sizes k ∈ {10, 50, 100, 150, 200}. For the
BookCrossing I-kNN was tested for k ∈ {10, 50, 100, 150, 200, 400, 800, 1600} and for WI-
kNN we additionally tested k = 3200. Similarly, BPRMF was tested with the latent
factors d ∈ {10, 50, 100, 150, 200} for Movie-Lens-M and BookCrossing. Due to compu-
tational limitations, BPRMF could only be tested with d ∈ {10, 50} for iPlayer.4 For
P3α, we tested values of α ∈ [−0.2, 4.5] in steps of 0.1. For RP3β , we tested values of
β ∈ [−0.2, 1.2] in steps of 0.1. Hλ was tested with values of λ ∈ [0, 1] in steps of 0.1. The
best performing parameters can be found in parentheses in the results Table II.
9.2. RP3β increases Accuracy and Diversity
The goal of the first set of experiments is to evaluate our re-ranking procedure RP3β .
To that end we compare it with the other algorithms evaluated and especially explore
its performance compared to P3α and Hλ.
As Table II shows, the RP3β re-ranking increases both accuracy and diversity for
all datasets compared to its P3 basis. Measured by AUC, RP3β is the most accurate
algorithm for MovieLens-M and second most accurate algorithm after Hλ for iPlayer
and BookCrossing. For Prec the results are less favorable: while the performance of
RP3β is best for MovieLens-M and second best for iPlayer, WI-kNN, I-kNN, and Hλ
clearly outperform RP3β for BookCrossing. This is possibly due to the lower number of
average ratings per item, which may distort our boosting of low degree items.
4Other parameters for BPRMF: 30 stochastic gradient ascent iterations for training, no item bias, iteration
length of 5, learning rate α of 0.05, regularization parameter for positive item factors of 0.0025, regulariza-
tion parameter for negative item factors of 0.00025, and regularization parameter for user factors of 0.0025
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Fig. 2: AUC and Surp@20 performance of P3α, RP3β , and Hλ at different pa-
rameter values for different datasets: (a) MovieLens-M, (b) iPlayer, and (c)
BookCrossing. The left vertical line (cyan) at β = 0.0, α = 0.0, and λ = 1.0 indi-
cates the parameter values where RP3β and Hλ give the same item ranking as
P3, and P3α the ranking of #3-Paths. The right vertical line (magenta) at α = 1.0
indicates the parameter value where P3α gives the same item ranking as P3.
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Recommender AUC Prec@20 GiniD@20 Pers@20 Surp@20
Perfect 1.0000 0.835 0.218 0.927 4.01
RP3β (β = 0.8) 0.9287 0.341 0.172 0.941 3.79
RP3β (β = 0.7) 0.9260 0.359 0.080 0.862 2.80
Hλ (λ = 0.1) 0.9240 0.338 0.100 0.913 3.63
Hλ (λ = 0.2) 0.9214 0.347 0.052 0.831 2.58
BPRMF (d=50) 0.9211 0.324 0.189 0.952 3.22
BPRMF (d=200) 0.9197 0.333 0.145 0.932 2.96
WI-kNN (k=150) 0.9180 0.353 0.090 0.918 2.75
WI-kNN (k=200) 0.9178 0.354 0.085 0.912 2.71
I-kNN (k=150) 0.9138 0.283 0.221 0.973 3.62
I-kNN (k=50) 0.9056 0.295 0.204 0.968 3.47
P3α (α = 1.8) 0.9028 0.259 0.027 0.644 2.13
P3α (α = 1.5) 0.9011 0.263 0.015 0.565 1.96
P3 0.8910 0.252 0.011 0.497 1.88
L+ 0.8811 0.215 0.218 0.971 4.22
#3-Paths 0.8672 0.234 0.010 0.449 1.86
P5 0.8600 0.217 0.009 0.410 1.84
MostPop 0.8514 0.210 0.009 0.401 1.84
M
ov
ie
L
en
s-
M
Random 0.5018 0.015 0.900 0.994 6.33
Perfect 0.9618 0.120 0.068 0.172 8.21
Hλ (λ = 0.2) 0.8972 0.059 0.251 0.805 4.94
RP3β (β = 0.7) 0.8949 0.059 0.327 0.848 5.29
WI-kNN (k=150) 0.8911 0.058 0.195 0.734 4.55
P3α (α = 1.5) 0.8804 0.051 0.139 0.617 4.13
P3 0.8785 0.049 0.108 0.567 3.95
BPRMF (d=50) 0.8756 0.056 0.211 0.734 4.54
#3-Paths 0.8630 0.043 0.077 0.490 3.75
I-kNN (k=50) 0.8560 0.033 0.340 0.867 6.11
I-kNN (k=10) 0.8056 0.046 0.309 0.869 5.89
MostPop 0.7506 0.024 0.038 0.163 3.31
iP
la
ye
r
Random 0.4950 0.004 0.954 0.968 8.01
Perfect 1.0000 0.663 0.266 0.828 7.80
Hλ (λ = 0.6) 0.8291 0.080 0.109 0.854 5.83
Hλ (λ = 0.5) 0.8283 0.082 0.158 0.913 6.42
RP3β (β = 0.3) 0.8271 0.071 0.154 0.876 6.11
P3α (α = 0.9) 0.8255 0.059 0.010 0.610 4.44
P3 0.8248 0.060 0.015 0.652 4.56
P3α (α = 1.1) 0.8235 0.060 0.026 0.703 4.74
L+ 0.8234 0.033 0.318 0.996 9.19
P5 0.8056 0.042 0.002 0.271 4.09
BPRMF (d=10) 0.7985 0.035 0.100 0.966 6.39
WI-kNN (k=3200) 0.7825 0.060 0.118 0.955 6.91
#3-Paths 0.7783 0.048 0.002 0.436 4.14
BPRMF (d=200) 0.7735 0.048 0.109 0.965 5.87
I-kNN (k=800) 0.7535 0.048 0.148 0.976 7.38
MostPop 0.7180 0.034 0.001 0.111 3.95
WI-kNN (k=50) 0.6542 0.083 0.236 0.975 7.09
I-kNN (k=10) 0.5911 0.078 0.178 0.978 6.97
B
oo
kC
ro
ss
in
g
Random 0.5010 0.001 0.748 0.999 8.57
Table II: Accuracy and diversity of all algorithms (ordered by decreasing
AUC). Parameterized algorithms are represented by parameter values re-
sulting in maximal AUC and Prec@20 performance. Top 3 numbers per metric
highlighted (results fromPerfect and Random recommender not considered).
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Cooper et al. [Cooper et al. 2014] show that P3α improves accuracy over P3. Our ex-
periments confirm this claim but the accuracy improvements achieved with RP3β are
even greater than with P3α for both AUC and Prec. Furthermore, at parameter values
corresponding to maximum accuracy, RP3β achieves better GiniD, Pers, and Surp scores
than P3α. This shows that RP3β gives a better trade-off between accuracy and diversity,
i.e., at parameter values that achieve highest accuracy it produces more diverse re-
sults.
The results do not suggest a winner between RP3β and Hλ. In terms of AUC and Prec,
RP3β has advantage over Hλ for MovieLens-M but not for iPlayer and BookCrossing. For
BookCrossing the maximal achieved precision of Hλ is much better than that of RP3β .
At parameter values corresponding to maximum accuracy, the diversity metric scores
for RP3β are better for Hλ for MovieLens-M and iPlayer. Again, RP
3
β underperforms
compared to Hλ on BookCrossing. Figure 2 graphs the AUC and Surp for P3α, RP3β ,
and Hλ for the whole parameter ranges. It shows that the maximally achieved Surp
by RP3β is better (for MovieLens-M and iPlayer) or comparable (for BookCrossing) to
Hλ. The plots for the other diversity measures show similar results but are omitted
due to space considerations. Note that we measured the performance of Hλ only in
the originally defined parameter interval (λ ∈ [0, 1]). We assume that the diversity
performance of Hλ increases further for λ < 0 at the cost of accuracy.
We can conclude that the new method RP3β is a vertex ranking algorithm with top-
class accuracy and diversity performance. Tuning of its parameter β allows the trade-
off between recommendation accuracy and top-k long-tail item frequency to be con-
trolled.
9.3. Performance of Vertex Ranking Algorithms
In this sub-section we compare the performance of vertex ranking algorithms to the
others considered.
As Table II (page 23) shows, in accordance with [Cooper et al. 2014], P3 is the most
accurate algorithm among the measured parameter-free recommenders (MostPop, P3,
P5, #3-Paths, and L+). In particular, P3 is more accurate than the computationally
more expensive L+ algorithm, which was found to be the most accurate algorithm in
an earlier study [Fouss et al. 2005].
For AUC, the parameterized vertex ranking algorithms RP3β and Hλ outperform
the non-vertex ranking recommendation algorithms I-kNN, WI-kNN, and BPRMF.
For Prec, the scores of RP3β are high for the MovieLens-M dataset but low for the
BookCrossing dataset; the opposite is true for Hλ. WI-kNN, the best performing non-
vertex ranking algorithm, performs more consistently and archives comparable results
to the best vertex ranking algorithm in terms of Prec.
The parameter free vertex ranking algorithms P3, P5, and #3-Paths clearly show
lower diversity scores than I-kNN, WI-kNN, and BPRMF in all datasets. This is sur-
prising considering the fact that I-kNN, WI-kNN, and BPRMF are more accurate for
some of the datasets (e.g., MovieLens-M). Hence, the better diversity performance of
the non-vertex recommenders is not explained by more randomness in their recom-
mendations. Exploring the recommendation lists of P3, P5, and #3-Paths reveals that
ranking is strongly biased by the item’s degree (i.e., favoring blockbusters), resulting
in rankings similar to MaxPop. The parameter free L+ generates diverse recommenda-
tions at the cost of low Prec (worse than MostPop for BookCrossing). In terms of AUC
it is almost as good as P3.
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Fig. 3: Accuracy and diversity performance of the sampling algorithms Pˆ3α,
RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ on MovieLens-M dataset for the parameter values of maximal
AUC performance in dependency of the number of random walks per user.
The annotations on the right-sided y-axis indicate the performance of the
exact algorithms P3α, RP3β , and Hλ for the same parameter values.
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Fig. 4: Accuracy and diversity performance of the sampling algorithms Pˆ3α,
RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ on iPlayer dataset for the parameter values of maximal AUC
performance in dependency of the number of random walks per user. The
annotations on the right-sided y-axis indicate the performance of the exact
algorithms P3α, RP3β , and Hλ for the same parameter values.
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Fig. 5: Accuracy and diversity performance of the sampling algorithms Pˆ3α,
RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ on BookCrossing dataset for the parameter values of maximal
AUC performance in dependency of the number of random walks per user.
The annotations on the right-sided y-axis indicate the performance of the
exact algorithms P3α, RP3β , and Hλ for the same parameter values.
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Parameterized vertex ranking algorithms provide, besides better accuracy, improved
diversity compared to parameter free algorithms. Comparing the diversity perfor-
mance of the most precise vertex (RP3β for MovieLens-M and iPlayer, Hλ for BookCross-
ing) and non-vertex (WI-kNN for all datasets) ranking recommendation algorithms re-
veals WI-kNN as the clear winner for BookCrossing: WI-kNN is not only slightly more
precise than Hλ but also has higher diversity scores. For iPlayer RP3β is slightly more
precise than WI-kNN and achieves higher diversity scores. No clear winner can be
found for the MovieLens-M dataset: RP3β shows better precision and surprisal scores
but WI-kNN succeeds in terms of GiniD and Pers performance.
Dataset Recommender AUC Prec GiniD Pers Surp
MovieLens-
M (5 m
walks)
Pˆ3α (α = 1.8) 0.013 0.054 2.256 0.127 0.221
RPˆ3β (β = 0.8) 0.089 1.188 2.813 0.148 1.190
Hˆλ(λ = 0.1) 0.329 4.263 9.851 0.603 10.08
iPlayer
(1 m
walks)
Pˆ3α (α = 1.5) 0.014 0.138 0.050 0.011 0.008
RPˆ3β (β = 0.7) 0.012 0.169 0.076 0.029 0.031
Hˆλ(λ = 0.2) 0.026 0.067 0.303 0.071 0.064
BookCrossing
(1 m
walks)
Pˆ3α (α = 0.9) 0.173 0.605 1.089 0.441 0.074
RPˆ3β (β = 0.3) 0.237 0.324 1.103 0.247 0.186
Hˆλ(λ = 0.6) 0.359 0.125 1.527 0.436 0.287
Table III: Percentage of performance deviation between P3α, RP3β , and Hλ and
Pˆ3α, RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ after 1 m or 5 m random walks per user for parameter values
of maximal AUC performance.
9.4. Performance of Sampling Approximations
The goal of our second experiments is to investigate the performance of our sampling
algorithms dependent on number of samples (i.e., number of random walks).
We determined the performance of our sampling algorithms Pˆ3α, RPˆ3β , and Hˆλ with
parameter values of maximal AUC according to the non-sampling original algorithms
whilst varying the number of random walks N ∈ { 1’000, 2’500, 5’000, 10’000, 25’000,
50’000, 100’000, 250’000, 500’000, 1 m, 2.5 m, 5 m} per user. Figure 3, 4, and 5 (corre-
sponding to the datasets MovieLens-M, iPlayer, and BookCrossing respectively) show
the rate of convergence as well as the performance of the exact algorithms as indicated
by the callouts near right edge of each graph. As expected the sampled algorithms’
performance converge to that of the exact ones with increasing N . To illustrate the
closeness of the results we computed the percentage deviation d = (|m − mˆ|) ∗ 100/m
between the sampling procedures’ mˆ and exact calculations’ m performance metrics
for 5 million random walks for MovieLens-M and 1 m random walks for iPlayer and
BookCrossing. The results of this procedure, listed in Table III (Page 28), show that the
sampled algorithms usually deviate less than 1% from the exact ones, less than 3% in
all cases but for Hˆλ for MovieLens-M. Despite the greater number of random walks, d
is greater for the MovieLens-M dataset than for the iPlayer or BookCrossing datasets.
We hypothesize that this is due to the greater number of distinct paths of length three
starting at a given user existing in the graph G for MovieLens-M dataset as indicated
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by the high average vertex degree of 71.8 (compared to iPlayer: 7.1, BookCrossing:
11.6).
Furthermore, Figures 3- 5 clearly indicates that Pˆ3α requires less samples to converge
than RPˆ3β , which in turn converges faster than Hˆλ. Since these algorithms can be com-
puted using Algorithm 1 and differ only in crw, we hypothesize that crw controls the
efficiency of sampling. As a result Pˆ3α is the most accurate sampling algorithm for small
values of N . For slightly greater N , RPˆ3β is more accurate than Pˆ
3
α in the MovieLens-M
and iPlayer datasets. If we increase N even further, Hˆλ becomes the most accurate
recommender for the iPlayer and BookCrossing dataset.
Considering recommendation accuracy, diversity, and the sample size required to
obtain acceptable accuracy, our results suggest the following: On data with moder-
ate sparsity and balanced user and item degrees (MovieLens-M) one should use Pˆ3α
if computing resources are scarce, i.e., N < 250′000, because of the algorithm’s better
precision and otherwise RPˆ3β which provides best accuracy and diversity (at compara-
ble level of accuracy). For more sparse data with more ratings per item than per user
(iPlayer), RPˆ3β is probably the best choice since it reaches almost the maximal accu-
racy but gives better diversity (at comparable level of accuracy) and converges quicker
than Hˆλ. For a sparse dataset with an average item degree that is greater than the
average user degree (BookCrossing) Hˆλ is clearly the best choice given that computing
resources are plenty (N > 25′000), since it gives better precision and diversity (at com-
parable level of accuracy). In the case of limited computing power however, the choice
is not obvious due to the poor accuracy of RPˆ3β and Hˆλ and very poor diversity of Pˆ
3
α.
9.5. The Effect of Caching on Sample Size
In the previous sub-section we explored the convergence speeds and diversity of our
approximate algorithms RPˆ3β , Hˆλ, and Pˆ
3
α. As discussed in Section 6, the performance
of the approximate algorithms can be further improved with the caching of partial
walks. Specifically, we explained how the caching of partial 1-hop walks from user to
item vertices allows the calculation of multiple 3-hop samples with one 2-hop walk. In
this sub-section we explore the magnitude of this saving.
To ascertain the increase of samples per actual walk though caching, we ran 30’000
actual random walks per user on Movielens-M and 10’000 actual random walks per
user on BookCrossing and counted the resulting number of samples per vertex.5 Fig-
ure 6 graphs the effect of caching for the two datasets by plotting the number of sam-
ples obtained per user vertex (the logarithmic y-axis) vs. the degree of the vertex (x-
axis).
As indicated in the top part of the Figure, caching allowed the equivalent 47’506
samples on average per user vertex with for Movielens-M for the started 30’000 walks
from each vertex. High-degree vertices benefit significantly from caching with a maxi-
mum of 516’706 samples. Where caching has no effect the algorithm can ‘only’ provide
30’000 samples per user (i.e., one sample per walk). The effect for BookCrossing (bot-
tom graph) is comparable (10’000 walks resulting in a maximum of 872’119 and an
average of 15’864 samples per user).
In conclusion, on average caching leads to 1.5 times more samples than walks. As
expected, high-degree vertices profit significantly more form caching that lower degree
ones. Hence, if used adaptively, this approach could further cut down on computation
time to convergence.
5The proprietary iPlayer dataset was not available for the caching and update evaluations.
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Fig. 6: Caching randomwalk segments has the effect of generating more sam-
ples for high degree nodes. Depending on the dataset, nodes with high degree
receive between 10 and 80 times more samples.
The top plot shows the varying number of samples for users in the
MovieLens-M dataset. Based on 30’000 walks from each user vertex, we re-
ceived between 30’000 and 516’706 samples (average = 47’506).
The bottom plot shows the distribution for the BookCrossing dataset, where
we started with 10’000 walks from each vertex resulting between 10’000 and
872’119 samples (average = 15’864).
9.6. Updating Recommendations when Adding Edges at Interactive Speeds
One of the core claims of our paper is that our updating approach from Section 7 speeds
up the re-computation of recommendations to a degree that it allows the use of on-line
computed recommendation lists for interactive applications. As discussed in the us-
ability literature (see chapter 5 in [Nielsen 1993])6 there are three limits for response
times. Users experience speeds up to 110sec as instantaneous, up 1sec as non-disruptive
to the flow of thought, and need to be provided with feedback within 10secs to keep
their attention. Consequently, in order for our recommendations to be useful in inter-
active applications we should provide them within 110 of a second.
6Also available at: https://www.nngroup.com/articles/response-times-3-important-limits/
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To ascertain if our updating mechanism achieves this goal we took both the
MovieLens-M and the BookCrossing dataset and removed 10’000 random edges from
the graph. While doing so, we made sure that each vertex had at least one edge still re-
maining after the removal of edges to avoid any newly unconnected vertices. Then we
calculated the initial recommendation lists on the graph with 10’000 edges removed.
To find the actual update times we then added the previously removed 10’000 one at
a time and measured the time it took to update the partial quantities. Obviously, the
time varies according to the degree of the neighboring vertices of the user-item graph
around the added edge. The resulting distribution of update times per user vertex is
graphed in Figure 7. As the figure clearly shows, all update times were well within in-
teractive speeds. For MovieLens-M, the fastest updates are at 10.8 µs, the slowest at 12
ms, with an average at 1.99 ms. For BookCrossing, we find that the fastest updates are
at 10.3 µs, the slowest at 4 ms, with an average at 0.1 ms. We can, hence, conclude that
our update approach can provided updated recommendations at interactive speeds. All
these times do not include other constant operations like the ranking of the updated
recommendation scores, which took about 15-20ms in our experiments—a time that
could be significantly improved if the need arose.
Note, that these times will not increase with the size of the item-recommendation
graph. The ‘only’ element affecting the update time is the degree of the vertices neigh-
boring (2-hop for users and 1-hop for items) the added edge. In future work we hope
to explore the precise interaction between the degree of the neighboring vertices and
update speed analytically to be able to provide upper bounds for the update time. Such
a prediction would allow deciding when to wait for an update and when to use a ‘stale’
recommendation list.
10. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we studied accuracy and diversity of vertex ranking algorithms using
random walk sampling techniques and thereby bring together three streams of earlier
presented work. Specifically, we introduced RP3β , a novel graph random walk based
recommendation algorithm based on a re-ranking of P3 that gives better recommenda-
tion accuracy and diversity than previously proposed vertex ranking algorithms. We
showed that re-ranking improves the accuracy performance over P3 and its parame-
terized version P3α and pushes “wallflowers”, i.e., long-tail items, closer to the top of
the recommendation list. Our method is also competitive with another graph-based
recommender Hλ that optimizes the accuracy diversity trade-off. We also showed that
RP3β is competitive with traditional algorithms.
Additionally, we presented efficient and scalable random walk sampling implemen-
tations of these three algorithms. We showed empirically that these algorithms con-
verge to their exact counterparts with increasing number of samples. The sampling
procedures have the favorable property of being anytime algorithms: a recommenda-
tion list of low accuracy can be generated after a short processing time, while longer
computations, i.e., gathering more random walk samples, improve the accuracy of the
recommendation list. In future work we hope to investigate the sensitivity of the con-
vergence of the sampling algorithms to domain characteristics and further explore
convergence behavior for different datasets and algorithms.
Furthermore, we introduced a a caching approach for our sampling algorithms that
increases the sampling efficiency by 1.5 on average. If used adaptively, this approach
could further cut down on computation time to convergence—an investigation we hope
to address in future work.
Last and highly important, we introduce an update technique for our sampled
approaches. For the two datasets investigated, this update approach allows to refresh
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Fig. 7: Distribution of average update time per vertex for the 10’000 edge
additions in the two datasets.
The box plot graphs the median, the boundaries of the inter-quartile range,
1.5 times above/below the inter-quartile range, and extrema for the average
per-vertex update times for the 10’000 updates.
recommendations when new user-item relations are introduces in the sub- 110sec-range,
making our algorithms suitable for interactive applications. An outstanding element,
is the analytic computation of an upper bound of update times based on the user-item
graph characteristics in the neighborhood of the added edge—an investigation we
hope to entertain in future work.
The goal of this paper was providing accurate, diverse, and scalable recommenda-
tions for interactive applications, where updates are considered on-line as new infor-
mation becomes available. For the datasets investigated, our results indicate that the
goal of fast, accurate, and surprising recommendations could be reached with vertex
ranking algorithms using random walk sampling. For two of the three datasets we
could ascertain that the time to compute these recommendations can be reduced via
caching approaches allowing updates at interactive speeds. We think, that these find-
ings pave the way to interactively updated recommendations in intelligent interactive
applications.
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